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outlander inspired knitted cowl pdf
Free Cowl Knitting Pattern. This easy-to-knit cowl was inspired by the cowl worn by Claire from the popular
Starz TV series Outlander. I've been a long-time fan of the Outlander book series by Diana Gabaldon, and so
I was super excited when I heard that Starz TV was making an adaptation of it.
ABC Knitting Patterns - Outlander Claire Cowl
Kansas City Cowl. Kim Guzman designed this stunning shoulder cozy that can transform into a cowl or scarf
as temperatures change.The capelet features a gorgeous cabled center panel plus an intriguing drop stitch
detail.
Capelet Knitting Patterns- In the Loop Knitting
Patterns for Purchase. Skull Wrap in 2 Sizes. Wrap is worked sideways in a crescent shape with a skull motif
and sawtooth edge. 2 versions in 2 different yarn weights: a large shawl in super bulky yarn and a shawlette
in bulky yarn.
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